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Chronicle™, a unique combination of existing ideas, refines the expected casegood 
to be something more: modern, elevated, inviting. Designed in collaboration with 
Jess Sorel, Chronicle has an extensive selection of neutral finishes, which can be 
combined in one setting to create a unique and unexpected look. Natural wood 
veneers are hand selected and matched per suite rather than component, for seamless 
wood grain pattern across multiple pieces. Elegant and thoughtful details on all 
touch points invite the user to engage with their workspace.
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A mix of materials, including wood, metal and 
back painted glass, applied within the same 
suite offer a unique look.

Chronicle executive suite shown in Walnut Flat 
Cut Natural Veneer and Sand Chroma Wood, 
with pulls in Sand painted metal.
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Chronicle office suite shown in Sierra, Rustic 
Oak Natural Veneer, with pulls and base in 
Gilded Ash painted metal.
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Chronicle lounge room wall storage shown in 
Silverwash Flat Cut Veneer and Anthracite Chroma 
Wood, with pulls in Granite painted metal.
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Chronicle office suite shown in Sierra 
Flat Cut Veneer and Anthracite Chroma 
Wood, with pulls and accents in Foundry 
Onyx painted metal.



Chronicle small office suite shown in 
White Oak Flat Cut Veneer, with pulls 
and base in White painted metal.
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Chronicle meeting room credenza and 
table shown in Shade Oak Natural Veneer, 
with pulls and base in Titanium Grey 
painted metal.
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Interior mirror in wardrobe cabinets

03
Worksurface undermount mini drawer, 
includes a solid oak drawer front

04
Integrated dimmable shelf and cabinet lighting

02
Front knife edge profile on shelves

features
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05-06
Extended and ADA compliant handle styles

08
U-leg available in solid oak or painted aluminum

09
Post leg available in solid oak or painted aluminum

07
Angled leg available in solid oak or painted aluminum

features
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Environmental Certifications

Teknion is a proud participant  
in the following programs:

Material Transparency & Product Lifecycle

Rating System Compliance

Social Initiatives


